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Article by Foreign Minister Steinmeier on the 75th anniversary of the launch of Germany's invasion of the Soviet 
Union 

I. 
In the early hours of 22 June 1941 , this day 75 years ago, all hell broke loose. At Hitler's command, millions of 
German soldiers, hundreds of thousands of vehicles and horses, thousands of tanks, aeroplanes and artillery 
pieces swarmed eastwards, to attack the Soviet Union. Their mission - as frightening, crazy and 
megalomaniacal as it was - was to finally claim for the German 'master race' its rightful and destined dominion 
over all of Eurasia, and to subjugate and exterminate the people of the Soviet Union. In breach of all past 
agreements, out of the blue, the Germans marched against their Soviet allies, with whom they had just brutally 
divided up Poland and the Baltic states. 

The consequences were dire, initially for those attacked, and ultimately for the aggressors themselves. The 
Soviets fought for their survival in the face of Germany's war of aggression and unprecedented ferocity, which 
claimed the lives of more than 25 million people in the Soviet Union and left many more starving, destitute and 
displaced. The war left behind unspeakable destruction in many parts of the Soviet Union. A similar fate 
ultimately befell the aggressors, too, who came to face death, violence, imprisonment and hardship. 

St Petersburg (the Siege of Leningrad}, Volgograd (the Battle of Stalingrad) and the Battle of Kiev, and the 
massacres of Babi Yar and the Battle of Bialystok-Minsk are to this day remembered as symbols of heroic 
resistance and of the atrocities of a war that swept eastwards, wiping out all traces of civilisation. 

In all the current debates on Europe's peaceful order, we must never forget that the aggression, ttie war of 
destruction, the ideology of Slavic Untermenschen, descended upon the peoples of the Soviet Union from 
Europe, from the West, from Hitler's Germany. 

II. 
Anyone who, like me, is often in Russia, Ukraine or Belarus, is aware of the extent to which the Great Patriotic 
War is still part of people's conscience, not as a memory from the distance past, but as a present fact, with all its 
horrors, but also with pride for the participants' stalwart defence in their enforced fight for their lives. ----


